Code offers a complete line of barcode readers that are built to withstand the extensive cleaning and disinfecting devices undergo in healthcare environments.

Available in two form factors, palm and handled, Code’s healthcare barcode readers feature disinfectant-ready plastics that have been assigned a level rating to indicate the type of chemical cleaner each reader is designed to withstand.

With Levels 1, 2 and CodeShield® plastics, hospitals can quickly select the Code reader that best suits the use case environment.

**CODESHIELD**

Quality products begin with quality materials; that’s why Code has developed CodeShield®, a new standard in medical devices.

Commonly used healthcare cleaners may contain chemical agents that can damage, or degrade the plastic housing of a device and shorten the product lifespan, leaving hospitals with replacement costs.

While Level 1 or 2 Code readers will withstand the most commonly used healthcare cleaners, CodeShield® provides an additional level of resilience and protection against the harshest chemical cleaners.

**DISINFECTANT-READY VS. ANTIMICROBIAL PLASTICS**

Plastics injected with antimicrobial additives may resist growth of bacteria, they do not eliminate the need to clean the device. Cleaning, disinfecting and removing dust and debris, are the necessary steps in handling equipment and ensuring patient safety. Disinfecting cleaners will degrade plastics that do not contain a disinfectant-ready chemical composition.

**TOOLS YOU CAN TRUST, BACKED BY INDEPENDENT TESTING**

To make sure our disinfectant-ready readers live up to their billing, Code hired an independent laboratory to put them through rigorous testing. Armed with certified results, we’re confident Code readers, especially CodeShield® products, will outperform and outlast other readers in the industry.
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Basic Cleaning of Code’s Products

01. Verify the Model of device you are cleaning and select the correct disinfectant level cleaner for the device

02. Use the correct cleaner to wipe all surfaces with a new or clean cloth/wipe

03. Follow recommended amount & dilution of cleaner as noted by the product packaging

04. Do not leave streaks or traces of cloth on the device scan window to maintain a clear viewing angle and function

05. Wipe down device cables, charging bays and batteries, making sure to dry all surfaces before using the device

06. Dispose of cloths or wipes used in the disfection process as directed to prevent any transmission of pathogens